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Abstract. Krylov subspace methods are extensively used in scientific computing to solve large-
scale linear systems. However, the performance of these iterative Krylov solvers on modern super-
computers is limited by expensive communication costs. The s-step strategy generates a series of s
Krylov vectors at a time to avoid communication. Asymptotically, the s-step approach can reduce
communication latency by a factor of s. Unfortunately, due to finite-precision implementation, the
step size has to be kept small for stability. In this work, we tackle the numerical instabilities en-
countered in the s-step GMRES algorithm. By choosing an appropriate polynomial basis and block
orthogonalization schemes, we construct a communication avoiding s-step GMRES algorithm that
automatically selects the optimal step size to ensure numerical stability. To further maximize com-
munication savings, we introduce scaled Newton polynomials that can increase the step size s to a few
hundreds for many problems. An initial step size estimator is also developed to efficiently choose the
optimal step size for stability. The guaranteed stability of the proposed algorithm is demonstrated
using numerical experiments. In the process, we also evaluate how the choice of polynomial and
preconditioning affects the stability limit of the algorithm. Finally, we show parallel scalability on
more than 14,000 cores in a distributed-memory setting. Perfectly linear scaling has been observed
in both strong and weak scaling studies with negligible communication costs.
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1 Introduction Krylov subspace methods are widely used to find iterative so-
lutions to linear systems of equations. They are particularly attractive for sparse and
large problems, where direct methods are often prohibitively expensive in terms of
both computation and storage. However, on modern large-scale computing architec-
tures, the performance of iterative Krylov solvers is limited by expensive communica-
tion costs [18, 28]. Such costs are incurred when moving data either between levels of
the local memory hierarchy in a single processor or between different processors con-
nected over a network. The performance of many operations in Krylov subspace meth-
ods, such as dot products and sparse matrix-vector multiplies (SpMVs), is bounded
by communication on distributed systems [24]. As technology trends project floating-
point performance to continue to scale at a faster rate than latency reduction [14],
the communication costs in numerical algorithms are becoming a serious bottleneck.
Hence, to effectively leverage new high-performance computing hardware, one needs
to redesign Krylov subspace methods that communicate less.

The communication-avoiding s-step Krylov subspace methods [1, 11, 12, 13, 17,
24, 27, 9, 10, 28] attempts to avoid communication by generating a series of s Krylov
basis vectors at once and orthogonalize them in a block fashion. This replaces most
BLAS-2 operations with BLAS-3 operations that are better optimized for fast mem-
ory [19]. Furthermore, the appropriate choice of block orthogonalization schemes
can reduce the number of global communication constructs by a factor of s [24]. On
parallel computers, this not only decreases global communication latency by s asymp-
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totically but also reduces the number of synchronization points in the algorithm, thus
mitigating system noise, load imbalances and/or hardware variations among different
processors [31, 35].

The formulations of s-step Krylov subspace methods are mathematically equiva-
lent to their classical counterparts. However, finite-precision implementations of these
variants introduce several sources of numerical instability, such as poor conditioning
of the Krylov basis matrix [4, 29] and loss of orthogonality of basis vectors due to
block QR schemes [9, 8]. As a result, the maximal step size s in s-step methods has
to be limited to small values for convergence. Since the communication savings rely
directly on the step size, it is necessary to address the stability issues to improve the
scalability of these methods on high-performance computing resources.

This paper focuses on s-step variants of the Generalized Minimal Residual (GM-
RES) algorithm [30]. We first review the stability and communication pattern of
s-step GMRES algorithms in section 2, and highlight the limitations in the current
state of the art. We then derive an adaptive s-step GMRES algorithm in section 3,
which dynamically determines the maximum allowed step size s in a communication-
avoiding manner. To achieve better communication savings, we also introduce scaled
Newton polynomials in subsection 3.4 that can stably increase the step size s to a few
hundred for many problems, and an initial step size estimator in subsection 3.5 to
efficiently choose initial step sizes. Section 4 present a series of numerical experiments
that assess the numerical stability of the proposed algorithm under different measures.
Finally, we demonstrate the parallel scalability of the overall algorithm on more than
14,000 cores in section 5 before we conclude with some remarks in section 6.

2 Background on s-step GMRES Same as the conventional GMRES algo-
rithm, the s-step GMRES method solves the linear system

Ax = b,

with A ∈ RN×N . At each iteration, the Matrix Powers Kernel (MPK) performs s
SpMVs on a starting normalized column vector Qi to generate a Krylov basis matrix
V (Qi, s) containing s+ 1 Krylov basis vectors

V (Qi, s) =
[
p0(A)Qi, p1(A)Qi, p2(A)Qi, p3(A)Qi, . . . , ps(A)Qi

]
∈ RN×(s+1),

where s is the step size (or block size1) at each block iteration, and pj(z) is a polyno-
mial of degree j defined by a three-term recurrence

p0(z) = 1, p1(z) = (z − θ0)p0(z)/γ0,

pj(z) = ((z − θj−1)pj−1(z)− βj−2pj−2(z))/γj−1.

The parameters of the polynomial function (θi, βi, γi) can be condensed in a change of
basis matrix B, which is used as input to the MPK [24, 2, 9]. Communication-avoiding
MPK can be achieved [18, 24] though standard SpMVs are often used to accommodate
different preconditioners. The Krylov basis matrix V (Qi, s) is then orthogonalized
using an appropriate QR factorization that ought to require as little communication
as possible. The remaining downstream operations related to the upper Hessenberg

1Throughout this work, we use block size and step size interchangeably to refer to multiple
Krylov basis vectors that are generated at the same time. This terminology does not have the same
connotation as block size in block-GMRES literature, where each block refers to multiple right-hand
sides.
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matrix H and the least-square problem are local to each processor, thus not affecting
the communication pattern of the algorithm. The overall framework of the s-step
GMRES is presented in algorithm 2.1, and detailed algorithm implementations can
be found in [24, 2, 34].

Algorithm 2.1 s-step GMRES

Input: N ×N matrix A, right-hand side vector b, initial guess vector x0, maximum
iteration count m, step size s, change of basis matrix B.

Output: x, solution to the linear system Ax = b.
1: r := b−Ax0, β := ‖r‖2, Q1 := r/β, R1,1 = 1, i = 1
2: while i ≤ m do
3: V = MPK(A,Qi, s, B)
4: [Qi+1:i+s, R1:i+s,i+1:i+s] = Block QR(V,Q1:i, s)
5: Assemble upper Hessenberg matrix H1:i+s,1:i+s−1

6: Apply Givens rotation to update matrix H1:i+s,1:i+s−1

7: Check for convergence
8: i = i+ s
9: end while

10: y = argmin‖βe1 −H1:m+1,1:my‖2 // Least-squares problem
11: x = x0 +Q1:my

2.1 Numerical instability in the MPK The first source of numerical insta-
bility of the s-step GMRES algorithm lies in the poor conditioning of the Krylov basis
matrix V (Qi, s) generated from the MPK. The early work on s-step methods [32, 12]
started with the monomial basis,

(2.1) pj(A) = Aj .

But in finite precision, the Krylov basis vectors converge to the largest eigenvector of
matrix A, making V (Qi, s) ill-conditioned or even numerically rank-deficient. More-
over, to avoid overflow or underflow, each vector obtained from SpMV needs to be
normalized, leading to s additional global communications that are undesirable.

To slow the growth of the incremental condition number of V (Qi, s) for large
values of s, many approaches have been tried. Bai et al. proposed a Newton ba-
sis GMRES implementation using approximate eigenvalues of A as θi’s [1, 24]. The
Chebyshev basis has also been studied and has been shown to slow the growth of con-
dition numbers with varying degrees of success [27, 26, 29, 2, 9]. The normalization
step of the basis vectors can be eliminated in order to reduce global communications
if s is kept relatively small. Without normalization, methods such as matrix equili-
bration have been adopted to slow the growth/decay of the Krylov basis vector norms
and increase s [24, 2].

However, since most approaches are heuristic in nature, the maximum allowed
value of s for a given input matrix A can only be determined by trial and error
or operations involving expensive communication constructs. Due to the lack of an
appropriate mechanism to monitor the conditioning of V (Qi, s), the ill-conditioning of
the Krylov basis matrix V (Qi, s) poses challenges to the downstream QR factorization
and undermines the stability of the overall algorithm.

2.2 Numerical instability in block QR orthogonalization Block QR me-
thods are commonly used to orthonormalize Krylov basis vectors in V (Qi, s) at the
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same time, giving the potential to reduce communication latency by a factor of s. To
set the stage for a detailed discussion, we first introduce the formal notation for block
QR orthogonalization.

For a matrix V ∈ RN×M , partitioned into p blocks,

(2.2) V = [V (1) |V (2) | . . . |V (p) ],

we seek an “economic” block QR factorization in the form of

(2.3) V = QR,

with Q = [Q(1) |Q(2) | . . . |Q(p) ] ∈ RN×M having the same block structure as V and
R ∈ RM×M . In this work, we focus on the loss of orthogonality (LOO) error defined
by

(2.4) ‖I −QTQ‖F ,

as a measure of stability for QR factorization. Typically, block QR consists of two
stages in each block iteration. Each block V(i) first needs to be inter-orthogonalized
with respect to orthogonal bases generated from previous iterations (Q(1) to Q(i−1)),
then intra-orthogonalized to ensure orthogonality among all the vectors within the
same block.

The current state-of-the-art communication-avoiding s-step GMRES focuses on
block classical Gram-Schmidt with reorthogonalization (BCGS2) for inter-orthogo-
nalization and Cholesky QR (CholQR2) for intra-orthogonalization (algorithm 2.2).
Block orthogonalization routines often utilize cache-friendly BLAS-3 kernels to min-
imize data movement among memory hierarchies [21]. In a distributed-memory set-
ting, BCGS and CholQR only cost one global synchronization each in one block
iteration. However, a re-orthogonalization step is often necessary to reduce the LOO
error [3, 33], doubling the cost of internode communication to four global synchro-
nizations per block iteration. In [35] a low-synchronization variant of BCGS2 with
CholQR has been proposed that uses one global reduction per s vector.

The reduction in communication cost of block QR methods has made them attrac-
tive for large-scale problems. However, for most block QR methods, formal proofs of
their stability properties remain elusive. We refer the reader to [8] for a recent survey
on the stability properties of common block QR methods based on Gram-Schmidt
algorithms. The numerical experiments therein (e.g., Figs. 5 and 6) demonstrated
that even the current state of the art is not unconditionally stable for handling arbi-
trary step sizes with finite precision. In this work, we focus primarily on the stability
analysis of the original BCGS2 with the CholQR algorithm. The stability analysis of
low-synchronization variants is left for future work.

For a numerically non-singular matrix V with condition number bound κ(V) <
O(ε−1), where ε is the unit round-off, Barlow showed that BCGS2 produce O(ε)
orthogonality error if the intra-orthogonalization scheme can achieve the same level
of orthogonality [3]. The round-off error analysis performed in [33] indicates that
CholQR applied twice does give the desired O(ε) level of LOO error but requires the
input block to have a condition number below O(ε−1/2). Here, we note that the input

2Due to re-orthogonalization in inter-orthogonalization, CholQR is applied twice in total. How-
ever, we use the abbreviation CholQR instead of CholQR2 as each instance of intra-orthogonalization
involves applying CholQR only once. We reserve the term CholQR2 for referring to applying CholQR
twice within one instance of intra-orthogonalization.
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Algorithm 2.2 Block QR in algorithm 2.1 using BCGS2 and CholQR

1: k = i+ 1 : i+ s
2:

3: W = QT1:iV // First BCGS
4: V = V −Q1:iW
5: Z = Cholesky(V TV ) // First CholQR
6: Qk = V/Z
7:

8: R1:i,k = QT1:iQk // Second BCGS
9: Qk = Qk −Q1:iR1:i,k

10: Z̃ = Cholesky(QTkQk) // Second CholQR

11: Qk = Qk/Z̃
12:

13: R1:i,k = W +R1:i,kZ // Combine both steps

14: Rk,k = Z̃Z

block does not refer to the block V (i) in the original matrix V but to the block matrix
used to generate the Gram matrix. (For example, notice how line 4 updates the block
matrix V in algorithm 2.2 before the CholQR step.) Without any safeguard on the
conditioning of the input matrix, the output of CholQR can potentially degrade the
numerical stability and lead to a significant increase in the LOO error of the overall
block QR algorithm. Furthermore, we emphasize that even if efforts were made to
improve and constrain the condition number of the Krylov basis matrix V (Qi, s) in
the upstream MPK, the inter-orthogonalization process could nonetheless lead to an
ill-conditioned input for the intra-orthogonalization.

Sometimes, in a more catastrophic setting, an ill-conditioned input block matrix
in CholQR can give rise to a Gram matrix that is not symmetric positive-definite
(SPD) in finite precision, which will cause the Cholesky decomposition to break down.
Such runtime errors often force the user to switch to other QR methods that are not
communication-avoiding or restart the algorithm with a smaller block size s.

2.3 Limitations of current state-of-the-art methods As the communi-
cation savings of s-step GMRES are directly related to the step size s, one would
like to use a step size as large as possible. However, due to the numerical instabili-
ties mentioned above, conservative values of s (e.g., 5, 10) are often reported in the
literature [24, 2, 34, 35] to mitigate numerical problems. On large-scale distributed
computing architectures, finding the maximum allowed choice of s of an arbitrary ma-
trix by trial and error is highly inefficient and costly. To the best of our knowledge,
no variant of s-step GMRES in the existing literature can determine a stable value
of s a priori in a communication-avoiding fashion, nor can s be dynamically adapted
to ensure stability. Attempts were made to improve the stability of s-step GMRES
using a predetermined sequence of block sizes, which is difficult to generalize [25]. An
adaptive mechanism has been derived for the s-step conjugate gradient (CG) algo-
rithm [10] but does not translate to the s-step GMRES easily. One key difference is
that the s-step CG method does not require an explicit block QR algorithm. Fur-
thermore, the adaptive mechanism in s-step CG relies on the norm of the residual
vectors, which is only available in s-step GMRES after the block QR is completed.
Thus, the numerical instabilities described in subsection 2.2 cannot be resolved us-
ing the same approach. By and large, the backward stability of s-step GMRES still
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remains an open problem, and the numerical instabilities greatly limit the potential
communication savings in GMRES algorithms.

3 Proposed solutions to resolve numerical instabilities in s-step GM-
RES In this section, we aim to address the numerical instability in the current state-
of-the-art s-step GMRES and derive an adaptive s-step GMRES algorithm that is nu-
merically stable by construction. In particular, we target the s-step GMRES algorithm
that uses BCGS2 for inter-orthogonalization and CholQR for intra-orthogonalization.
We start by resolving the breakdown problem in CholQR in subsection 3.1, which pro-
vides a path for us to design a dynamical mechanism in subsection 3.2 that monitors
the step size s for stability. We then provide the complete algorithm in subsection 3.3
and discuss its communication patterns and computational trade-offs. To further
improve communication savings, we introduce scaled Newton polynomials in subsec-
tion 3.4 as a basis to increase the step size s and an initial step size estimator in
subsection 3.5 to pick the optimal step size at the first iteration.

3.1 Avoiding Cholesky breakdown in CholQR As mentioned previously,
an ill-conditioned input matrix to CholQR may produce a numerically non-SPD Gram
matrix that causes the Cholesky decomposition to break down. To avoid this, we
propose the use of a partial Cholesky decomposition, which leads to a partial CholQR
factorization.

Let X ∈ RN×s be the input to the CholQR factorization, and let p be an integer
such that

(3.1) X = [Xp |Xs−p], 1 ≤ p ≤ s,

where Xp ∈ RN×p represents the first p columns of X and Xs−p ∈ Rn×(s−p) the
remaining columns.3 The first step of CholQR computes a Gram matrix XTX,

(3.2) XTX =

[
XT
p Xp XT

p Xs−p
XT
s−pXp XT

s−pXs−p

]
.

If we represent R as the upper triangular matrix obtained from Cholesky decomposi-
tion of XTX,

(3.3) R = Cholesky(XTX) =

[
Rp Rp,s−p
0 Rs−p

]
,

it follows that Rp = Cholesky(XT
p Xp). Hence, by using the triangular matrix Rp ob-

tained from Cholesky decomposition of XT
p Xp (pth order leading principal submatrix

of XTX), one can compute a partial CholQR factorization of the matrix X to obtain
p columns of the orthogonal basis Qp:

Qp = XpR
−1
p ,

X = [QpRp, Xs−p].
(3.4)

This formulation gives flexibility to stop the QR factorization at an arbitrary column
of the input matrixX. In finite precision, this strategy can be used to avoid a Cholesky
breakdown, as one can always salvage the factorization computed right before the

3For brevity, the subscript in this section represents the number of rows/columns. This is to
be differentiated from the previous notation, where a single subscript denotes a column vector (e.g.,
Qi).
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breakdown. In the worst-case scenario of p = 1 (i.e., Cholesky breaks down at the
second row/column), partial CholQR is reduced to a norm computation, which is a
backward stable floating point operation [23].

The remaining columns, Xs−p, can be recursively orthogonalized. However, in
the context of s-step GMRES, the remaining columns correspond to higher powers of
a polynomial basis and are often harder to orthogonalize, leading to small values of
block size p in subsequent iterations. Sometimes, due to the ill-conditioned Krylov
matrix from upstream MPK, the remaining columns can be linearly dependent on the
previous block Xp and are thus not worth orthogonalizing as they do not contribute
to the construction of the Krylov subspace. Therefore, to maximize communication
savings, the remaining columns are discarded, and the last column of Qp can be used
to generate the next Krylov basis matrix in the next block iteration. This is justified
on large-scale distributed machines as we avoid inefficient Cholesky breakdowns at
the expense of some SpMVs that are relatively cheaper in terms of communication
costs.

3.2 Stopping criteria for partial CholQR A standard implementation of
Cholesky decomposition breaks down when the diagonal entry to be factorized is equal
to or less than zero. The partial CholQR introduced in subsection 3.1 is sufficient to
avoid Cholesky breakdowns by salvaging the calculated factorization. However, this
does not guarantee minimal LOO. In other words, stopping at non-positive pivots in
Cholesky is insufficient to fulfill the condition number bound for CholQR. A more
stringent choice of p in (3.4) is necessary to ensure that the columns Xp have a
condition number at most O(ε−1/2),

(3.5) κ(Xp) = κ(Rp) ≤ O(ε−1/2).

As a result, an appropriate stopping criterion must be imposed after each rank-1
Cholesky downdate to bound the condition number growth while generating Rp.

Expensive singular value decomposition (SVD) can be used to compute condi-
tion numbers for small dense matrices and was suggested in the rank-revealing TSQR
algorithm [24] for condition number monitoring. However, since the algorithmic com-
plexity to compute the SVD of Rp is O(p3) and the stopping criterion must be invoked
after each rank-1 update, the total cost to check against the stopping criterion is on
the order of O(p4), exceeding the O(p3) complexity of Cholesky decomposition. This
could be justified for small block sizes.

If one wants to use large block sizes, the incremental condition estimator (ICE) [5,
6] can be used as a cheaper alternative. After each rank-1 update, ICE updates
its condition number estimation using the newly computed column of Rp without
accessing the entire leading principal submatrix. Consequently, ICE costs only O(p)
flops at each iteration. An example of the resulting partial Cholesky decomposition
is illustrated in algorithm 3.1.

We recognize that the condition number estimate provided by ICE is often an
underestimation, but the discrepancy is generally within a factor of 10 [6]. In practice,
we found that a condition number upper bound of Ω ∼ O(10−1ε−1/2) is sufficient for
(3.5) to hold numerically.

3.3 Adaptive s-step GMRES algorithm Using BCGS2 with a partial Chol-
QR factorization in s-step GMRES, we can dynamically monitor the growth of the
condition number and adjust the block size s to ensure that the orthogonalization
process stays within the bounds of the condition number. An outline of the resulting
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Algorithm 3.1 Partial Cholesky decomposition

Input: m×m matrix A, and condition number upper bound Ω
Output: j, and j × j triangular matrix R such that A1:j,1:j = RTR

1: κ0 = 1
2: for j = 1, ...,m do // Standard Cholesky
3: for i = 1, ..., j − 1 do
4: Ri,j = (Ai,j −

∑j−1
k=1Rk,iRk,j)/Ri,i

5: end for

6: Rj,j =
√
Aj,j −

∑j−1
k=1R

2
k,j

7: if SVD then
8: σmax, σmin = SVD(R1:j,1:j) // Singular Value Decomposition
9: κj = σmax/σmin

10: else if ICE then
11: κj = ICE(R1:j,j , κj−1) // Incremental Condition Estimator
12: end if
13: if κj > Ω then
14: j = j − 1
15: break
16: end if
17: end for

adaptive s-step GMRES is presented in algorithm 3.2. We make a few remarks on
the overall algorithm’s communication pattern, stability, and other practical aspects.

The formal proof of the backward stability of the overall algorithm is reserved
for future work. Here, we provide some conjectures on stability based on established
results and verify the stability using numerical experiments in the next section.

The discussion in Section 4.2 of [8], which builds on the analysis in [3], has already
indicated that BCGS2 with a merely conditionally stable intra-orthogonalization
scheme such as Classical Gram-Schmidt (CGS) can still give O(ε) LOO error for
well-conditioned matrices. Since CholQR has the same stability bound and orthogo-
nality error behavior as CGS, we conjecture that BCGS2 with CholQR is stable for
well-conditioned matrices. For challenging matrices, the authors in [8] concluded that
unconditionally stable intra-orthogonalization schemes, such as Householder QR, are
necessary for overall stability, under the key assumption that each block to be fac-
torized be of a fixed size s. In our work, using partial CholQR, we relax such an
assumption and allow the algorithm to adjust the step size on the fly. This has
several advantages from a numerical viewpoint.

• As the block iteration continues, the subsequent blocks generally tend to be
harder to orthogonalize than the first few blocks, as the inter-orthogonali-
zation step is looking for new sets of orthogonal bases within the remaining
subspace, which generally gets smaller with more block iterations. In such
cases, the adaptive mechanism allows smaller step sizes for later blocks.

• For very ill-conditioned matrices where the adapted step size turns out to be
s = 1, the partial CholQR is reduced to a norm computation. The overall
block QR factorization is reduced to a column-wise CGS2 (Classical Gram-
Schmidt with re-orthogonalization) algorithm, which is known to be stable
either as a standalone QR factorization [15, 20] or as an orthogonalization
scheme used in GMRES [31].
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Algorithm 3.2 Adaptive s-step GMRES

Input: N ×N matrix A, right hand side vector b, initial guess vector x0, maximum
iteration count m, initial step size s0, change of basis matrix B, condition number
upper bound Ω.

Output: x, solution to the linear system Ax = b.
1: r := b−Ax0, Q1 := r/‖r‖2, R1,1 = 1, i = 1, s = s0

2: while i ≤ m do
3: V = MPK(A,Qi, B, s)
4:

5: W = QT1:iV // First BCGS
6: V = V −Q1:iW
7: [ p, Z ] = Partial Cholesky(V TV,Ω) // First partial CholQR
8: k = i+ 1 : i+ p
9: Qk = V:,1:p/Z1:p,1:p

10:

11: R1:i,k = QT1:iQk // Second BCGS
12: Qk = Qk −Q1:iR1:i,k

13: [ p , Z̃ ] = Partial Cholesky(QTkQk,Ω) // Second partial CholQR
14: k = i+ 1 : i+ p
15: Qk = Qk/Z̃
16:

17: R1:i,k = W:,1:p +R1:i,kZ1:p,1:p // Combine both steps

18: Rk,k = Z̃Z1:p,1:p

19:

20: s = p // Update step size
21:

22: Assemble upper Hessenberg matrix H1:i+s,i:i+s−1

23: Apply Givens rotation to update matrix H1:i+s,i:i+s−1

24: Check for convergence
25: i = i+ s
26: end while
27: y = argmin‖βe1 −H1:m+1,1:my‖2 // Least-squares problem
28: x = x0 +Q1:my

• With a large block size s, the MPK can generate Krylov matrices V (Qi, s)
that could be numerically rank-deficient. Under such circumstances, there
is no viable QR factorization, including unconditionally stable QR factoriza-
tion schemes such as Householder QR that can expand the dimension of the
Krylov subspace by s. The ability to reduce the block size s and discard
the remaining columns corresponding to higher powers of polynomial basis
in partial CholQR avoids such problems. The algorithm always works on the
maximum allowed set of Krylov vectors for orthogonalization.

By discarding some basis vectors in the Krylov basis matrix V (Qi, s), we ac-
knowledge that some SpMV computations done earlier in the MPK are potentially
wasted. The same issue was also reported in the adaptive s-step conjugate gradient
method [10]. Here, we argue that this is still desirable in a large-scale distributed-
memory system for many applications (e.g., solutions to PDEs) where SpMVs require
mostly Point-to-Point communication with neighboring nodes, but global synchro-
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nizations involve much more expensive collective communication costs. To minimize
wasted effort, we update the step size at each block iteration (line 20 in algorithm 3.2)
since the maximum allowable step size is generally non-increasing. The initial step
size, however, at the very first iteration is a user-defined value. Poor choice of the
initial step size can still result in inefficient use of the algorithm. A step size that
is too small may not maximize communication savings, while a step size that is too
large may result in significant truncation of Krylov basis vectors, leading to wasted
computations.

To this end, the following subsections look into ways to maximize communication
savings and minimizing wasted computations. We first introduce a polynomial basis
in subsection 3.4 that allows for very large step sizes in many problems and then
derive an estimator in subsection 3.5 to obtain well-informed initial step sizes.

3.4 Scaled Newton polynomials A by-product of algorithm 3.2 is that
the adaptive block size can serve as a metric for evaluating the effects of other
measures on the stability limit of adaptive s-step GMRES. Previous discussions on
polynomial bases in literature focus on the conditioning of the Krylov basis matrix
V (Qi, s) [27, 26, 29, 2, 9]. However, as we pointed out earlier in subsection 2.2, the
inter-orthogonalization process could alter the condition of the Krylov matrix, mak-
ing them ill-conditioned for intra-orthogonalization. Hence, it is insufficient to only
monitor the condition number growth of the V (Qi, s) at the end of MPK. Using the
adaptive s-step GMRES algorithm, we would like to use the adapted step size s as
an additional metric to evaluate different polynomial bases from a stability point of
view.

In addition to the monomial basis introduced in (2.1), we are also interested in
Newton polynomials. The standard Newton polynomials are defined as

(3.6) pj(A) = Πj
i=1(A− θiI).

The shifts θi are Ritz values of A in a Leja ordering. In practice, the Ritz values are
obtained from s iterations of classical Arnoldi or GMRES first. This is a common
strategy for s-step GMRES implementations; see, e.g., [1, 24, 2] for further details.

In this work, we introduce an additional variant of the Newton polynomials: scaled
Newton polynomials defined as

(3.7) pj(A) = Πj
i=1(A− θiI)/γi,

where γi are the scaling coefficients. The same Leja ordering of Ritz values applies.
The standard Newton polynomial is considered a special case with γi = 1.

In what follows, we propose a heuristic to choose γi. Our analysis will also help
to understand the derivation of the initial step size estimator in subsection 3.5 and
the effectiveness of the matrix equilibration in subsection 4.3.

Let Vj denote the jth column of V = V (Qi, s) ∈ RN×(s+1), which corresponds to
the jth Krylov basis vector to be orthogonalized. The scaled Newton polynomial can
then be written as a two-term recurrence

V1 = Qi,

Vj = (AVj−1 − θj−1Vj−1)/γj−1.
(3.8)

Recall that the first vector V1 = Qi is an orthonormalized vector at the beginning
of each block iteration, and θi are Ritz values that are approximations of the true
eigenvalues.
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For our analysis, assume that A is diagonalizable

(3.9) A = UΛU−1,

where Λ and U are the eigenvalue and eigenvectors of A. For simplicity, we assume
that the eigenvalues are all real, though extensions to eigenvalues with complex con-
jugate pairs are straightforward. We express V or Vj using the eigenvectors of A
as

(3.10) V = UC, Vj = UCj .

Substituting (3.10) into (3.8), the entries in the matrix C can be expressed using the
recurrence

Ci,j+1 = Ci,j
λi − θj
γj

.

Given the base case, V1 = UC1, another way to write the above relationship is

(3.11) Ci,j = Ci,1

j−1∏
k=1

λi − θk
γk

, 1 ≤ i ≤ N and 1 ≤ j ≤ s+ 1.

This relation describes the evolution of Vj in the eigenspace of A under the action of
scaled Newton polynomials. One way to choose the scaling coefficients is to minimize
the growth/decay of norm of each Krylov basis vector

(3.12)

∣∣∣∣∣
j−1∏
k=1

λi − θk
γk

∣∣∣∣∣ ∼ O(1).

Since in practice we do not have access to the true eigenvalue spectrum λi but only
Ritz values θi, the scaling coefficients are therefore chosen as

(3.13) γi = |θ̄ − θi|,

where θ̄ is the average of all Ritz values.
Similar to the unscaled Newton polynomials, the Ritz values are obtained from s

iterations of classical Arnoldi or GMRES. The average is therefore taken over the s
Ritz values computed.

(3.7) and (3.13) complete the definition of scaled Newton polynomials.

3.5 Initial step size estimator for scaled Newton polynomials As we will
demonstrate in numerical experiments in section 4, the scaled Newton polynomials
can give very large adapted step sizes in many cases, which is desirable for reducing
communication latency. However, in certain cases (such as the one in test 7), the
adapted step size from scaled Newton polynomials can be limited. By blindly setting
a very large initial step size for arbitrary matrices, one might end up with relatively
small step sizes, resulting in the removal of many columns of the Krylov basis matrix
at the first block iteration. The wasted computation in such scenarios often can offset
the gain in communication savings. In this section, we show that, using the eigende-
composition analysis in subsection 3.4, an estimator can be derived that informs the
choice of initial step sizes for scaled Newton polynomials.

From (3.11) and (3.13), the generation of Krylov basis vectors using scaled Newton
polynomials can be expressed in the eigenspace of A as

(3.14) Ci,j = Ci,1

j−1∏
k=1

λi − θk
|θ̄ − θk|

, 1 ≤ i ≤ N, 1 ≤ j ≤ s+ 1.
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We are interested in scaled Newton polynomials in this particular form because by
using Ritz values to approximate true eigenvalues, we can compute the product term
approximately before the actual adaptive s-step GMRES algorithm without any com-
munication cost. For illustration, the evolution of Krylov vectors Vj and their corre-
sponding eigenspace coefficients Ci,j are visualized in fig. 1. Ideally, if the Ritz values
θk are exactly equal to the true eigenvalues λk and roundoff errors are absent, the
numerators would cancel out with

λi − θk = 0, ∀i = k.

The relation (3.14) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ N can then be reduced to

Ci,j =

{
Ci,1

∏j−1
k=1

λi−θk
|θ̄−θk|

, 1 ≤ j ≤ i,
0, i < j ≤ s+ 1,

The second case above implies that the strictly upper triangular entries of C are
all zero. Now, assuming that some eigenvalues are well-approximated with finite
precision, λi − θk = O(ε), the second case in the above relation becomes

Ci,j =

(
i−1∏
k=1

λi − θk
|θ̄ − θk|

)
O(ε)

(
j−1∏
k=i+1

λi − θk
|θ̄ − θk|

)
, i < j ≤ s+ 1.

Actual implementation

Spectral decomposition

Fig. 1. Evolution of Krylov vectors Vj (top) and their corresponding coefficients Ci,j in the
eigenspace of A(bottom) under the action of Scaled Newton polynomials. The two representations are
related via Vj = UCj . The entries highlighted in red are O(ε) if Ritz values are well-approximated.

In other words, the entries on the superdiagonal of C (i.e., Cj,j+1) do not become
strictly zero due to numerical error O(ε). Such numerical error can either grow or
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decay in the subsequent application of scaled Newton polynomials depending on the
evolution of the product term. Overall, the matrix C is fully dense instead of being
lower triangular.

Recall that the overarching goal of introducing different polynomial bases is to
minimize the condition number of the Krylov basis matrix V . Although it is difficult
to achieve this for arbitrary starting vector, we can instead heuristically try to opti-
mize for a less stringent metric, the vector-wise norm of Krylov basis vectors, ‖Vj‖2.
In particular, we want ‖Vj‖2 to stay at O(1) (‖V1‖2 = 1 by construction) since the
exponential growth of ‖Vj‖2 inevitably increases the condition number of the Krylov
basis matrix V exponentially. In the eigenspace, this translates to ‖Cj‖2 ≈ O(‖C1‖2).
Note that we do not have access to Cj explicitly as the eigenvectors of A are pro-
hibitively expensive to compute, but we merely need to approximate the product term
in (3.14) at every j to monitor the growth of ‖Cj‖. Therefore, we make use of the
Ritz values from s iterations of Arnoldi/GMRES to approximate the product term
by defining an auxiliary matrix Ei,j ∈ Rs×s

(3.15) Ei,j =


Πj−1
k=1

|θi−θk|
|θ̄−θk|

j < i,(
Πj−1
k=1

|θi−θk|
|θ̄−θk|

)
O(ε) j = i,(

Πi−1
k=1

|θi−θk|
|θ̄−θk|

)
O(ε)

(
Πj−1
k=i+1

|θi−θk|
|θ̄−θk|

)
i < j ≤ s.

In actual implementation, O(ε) can be chosen as ε, the unit round-off. Each row i
of Ei,j estimates the evolution of the product term at polynomials of degree j for
the coefficients of Ci,:, including the evolution of the numerical error. The column-
wise norm ‖Ej‖ provides an estimate of the ratio ‖Cj‖/‖C1‖. Once ‖Ej‖ grows
significantly beyond O(1), the scaled Newton polynomials will very likely increase the
vector-wise norm of the Krylov basis vectors Vj . Since ‖V1‖2 = 1, subsequently in-
creasing the norm of ‖Vj‖2 will result in growing incremental condition number of the
overall Krylov basis matrix V , leading to small step size for stable orthogonalization.

Let Ωest be a user-specified threshold significantly greater than 1. We propose a
way to estimate the initial step size via

(3.16) s∗0 = argmax
j
{‖Ej‖ < Ωest}

where s∗0 denotes the maximum initial step size predicted. As the Ritz values are
available on all processes, the estimator requires no communication cost and can be
used to minimize the number of columns that partial CholQR has to truncate at
the first block iteration. In our experience, a threshold of Ωest = 10−1ε−1/2 in for
the estimator does a good job at limiting the initial step size and gives reasonable
prediction s∗0, though more conservative values can be used.

4 Results on numerical stability We numerically verify the proposed adap-
tive s-step GMRES algorithm to demonstrate the convergence and stability of the
algorithm. In this section, we implement algorithm 3.2 in MATLAB and use double
precision for all tests where ε ≈ 2−53. As the work here focuses on the algorithm’s
stability, it suffices to verify the implementation sequentially since parallel implemen-
tations only introduce additional data movements that do not affect the stability
of the overall algorithm. Benchmarking the algorithmic scalability in a distributed
network will be presented in section 5.

The metrics we are interested in are the 2-norm of the relative residual at iteration
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i,

(4.1) ‖b−Axi‖2/‖b−Ax0‖2,

as well as the LOO error of the block QR scheme,

(4.2) ‖I −QT1:iQ1:i‖F ,

where Q contains the orthogonal basis vectors.
We are also interested in the adapted block size s since it can serve as a metric

for evaluating the effects of other measures on the stability limit of adaptive s-step
GMRES.

In all tests, an initial step size s0 is set at the beginning of the numerical exper-
iment. The stopping criteria for partial CholQR are imposed at Ω = 107. ICE is
used for condition number bounds and is verified against SVD estimates (i.e., cond
in MATLAB).

4.1 Numerical stability of the base algorithm We first start with the
simplest form of the algorithm in this subsection. We use a monomial basis defined
by (2.1) in the MPK, and no preconditioners are used to condition the linear sys-
tems. Although convergence tends to be slow in the absence of preconditioners for
general problems, we place our emphasis on the agreement between the standard GM-
RES algorithm and the adaptive GMRES algorithm. Numerical tests with different
polynomial bases and preconditioning techniques are delayed to subsection 4.2 and
subsection 4.3.

Test 1: Diagonal matrix To demonstrate the stability and convergence of the
algorithm, we first use a diagonal matrix of size N = 104 with evenly distributed eigen-
values in (0.1, 10). The initial step size is s0 = 10. The top sub-figure in fig. 2 shows
the relative residual and LOO error for both the standard GMRES and the adaptive
s-step GMRES algorithm (with a monomial basis). The convergence of the adaptive
algorithm is in good agreement with the GMRES baseline. The LOO of GMRES in-
creases gradually due to the Modified Gram-Schmidt (MGS) orthogonalization used
in the standard Arnoldi procedure. The LOO error of the proposed algorithm stays
at O(ε). Note that the LOO error associated with BCGS2 with CholQR for the same
matrix and monomial basis was also analyzed in Fig. 5 of [8]. Their numerical exper-
iments show a significantly higher LOO error because the authors chose a constant
step size of s = 10, which is above the stability limit of the QR scheme. The lower left
sub-figure in fig. 2 shows the block size at each iteration. The larger the block size, the
fewer block iterations are used for the same number of iterations. Therefore, the “area
under the graph” for the block size plot indicates the amount of potential communica-
tion savings. With an initial user-defined step size of s0 = 10, the algorithm adapted
the step size to s = 6. If we plot the incremental condition number growth of the
triangular matrix (i.e., R1:j,1:j in algorithm 3.1) for the first partial CholQR instance
in the first block iteration, we also observe that κ(R1:j,1:j) > O(ε−1/2) after s = 6,
indicating that larger value of s would become unstable for intra-orthogonalization.
Therefore, the algorithm has to truncate the generated Krylov basis matrix down to
s = 6 at the first block iteration and continue with this step size to maintain stability
in the orthogonalization process. We also point out that in fig. 2, ICE gives reason-
ably accurate estimates of the incremental condition number compared to the more
expensive SVD decomposition. In general, we find that Ω = 107 is usually sufficient
to bound the condition number in double precision arithmetic.
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Fig. 2. Diagonal matrix of size N = 104 with evenly distributed eigenvalues in (0.1,10). The
top sub-figure shows the relative residual and the LOO errors of GMRES and the adaptive s-step
GMRES with a monomial basis. The relative residual of the adaptive s-step GMRES algorithm
agrees with the baseline. The LOO error of the algorithm is maintained near the machine epsilon.
The lower left sub-figure shows the adapted block size, s. In this case, the adapted step size is constant
at s = 6. The lower right sub-figure shows the incremental condition number of the triangular matrix
seen by the first instance of partial CholQR in the first block iteration. The ICE estimate is very
close to the true value given by the SVD.

Test 2: 2D Laplace The second matrix comes from solving the standard 2D
Laplace problem on a 4002 uniform grid using a 5-stencil finite difference discretiza-
tion, resulting in a matrix dimension of N = 1.6×105. A maximum inner iteration of
100 with 5 restarts is used. Without any preconditioner, the relative residual slowly
converges. However, excellent agreement for residuals is still observed in fig. 3. LOO
of adaptive s-step GMRES is kept at O(ε). The periodic pattern of LOO is because
of the reconstruction of orthogonal bases at the beginning of each restart.

It should be noted that since the maximum inner iteration is capped at 100 (which
is not divisible by s = 6 as given by fig. 3), some Krylov basis vectors in the last block
are discarded, even though they do not undermine the stability of the algorithm. This
is done only for benchmarking purposes, since we are comparing this with the GMRES
baseline. In practice, one is free to extend the maximum inner iterations within each
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restart to retain the entire last block of Krylov basis vectors for better convergence
and communication savings.
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Fig. 3. 2D Laplace matrix of size N = 1.6× 106 using 5-stencil finite difference discretization.
The top sub-figure shows the relative residual and LOO errors of GMRES and adaptive s-step
GMRES with a monomial basis. Good agreement of the relative residuals between the baseline and
the adaptive algorithm can be observed. LOO of the adaptive algorithm is kept near the machine
epsilon. The lower left sub-figure shows the adapted block size, s. In this case, the adapted step
size is constant at s = 6. The lower right sub-figure shows the incremental condition number of the
triangular matrix seen by the first instance of partial CholQR in the first block iteration. The ICE
estimate agrees well with the true SVD estimate.

4.2 Numerical experiments with different polynomial bases In this sub-
section, we compare the monomial basis (2.1), the standard Newton polynomial basis
(3.6) as well as the scaled Newton polynomial basis (3.7) with the baseline GMRES.
The primary emphasis is placed on the adapted step size for various bases.

Test 3: Diagonal matrix We use the same diagonal matrix as test 1 with
different polynomial bases. The initial step size is s0 = 100 to illustrate the stability
limit associated with each polynomial basis. The results are summarized in fig. 4.
All polynomial bases give stable results that agree well with the baseline GMRES.
In terms of step sizes, all polynomial bases outperform the monomial basis. We
would like to highlight that the scaled Newton polynomial stands out because the
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adapted step size is the same as the number of iterations s = 100. In other words, the
implementation using scaled Newton polynomials requires only one block iteration
for the problem to converge. This is because of the much better conditioned Krylov
basis matrix, as shown in the lower left sub-figure of fig. 4. The difference in the
adapted step sizes is reflected in the vector-wise norm of the Krylov basis matrix.
We observe that the scaled Newton polynomials are capable of keeping the column
vector norms to O(1) for a large number of iterations, thus helping to slow down the
condition number growth of the Krylov basis matrix.

Test 4: E20R5000 matrix The next test matrix is E20R5000 from Matrix
Market [7], which models 2D fluid flow in a driven cavity. The matrix is known to be
difficult for Krylov iterative solvers. In the absence of any preconditioning technique,
the relative residual decreases very slowly, as shown in fig. 5. However, the various
implementations agree with the baseline GMRES algorithm, and the LOO errors are
near machine accuracy. With an initial step size of s0 = 150, the scaled Newton poly-
nomial allows the largest stable step size among all polynomial bases. However, there
is a sharp decrease in the step size after the first block iteration. To understand this,
we further plot the incremental condition number of both the input block to partial
CholQR (κ(R1:j,1:j)) and the Krylov basis matrix (κ(V1:j,1:j)) in the two lower subfig-
ures of fig. 5. We observe that the Krylov basis matrix is reasonably well-conditioned
in both the first and second iterations, but the input block to partial CholQR becomes
ill-conditioned rapidly in the second block iteration. This is attributed to the inter-
orthogonalization process. The Krylov basis matrix in the second block iteration has
to be inter-orthogonalized with respect to the first block of size s ≈ 100 before par-
tial CholQR factorization. The update in the inter-orthogonalization step altered the
Krylov basis matrix and caused the condition number to grow exponentially. This
demonstrates that a good choice of polynomial basis in MPK does not necessarily
guarantee that the orthogonalization is stable for a fixed step size.

In practice, especially on large distributed machines, one could use a smaller
restart length and more restarts to trade convergence for communication savings. For
instance, if one is satisfied by the large adapted step size of the first block iteration,
restarting immediately after one block iteration gives a minimal number of global
synchronizations for a fixed number of total iterations.

4.3 Numerical experiments with different preconditioning techniques
Preconditioners can be easily incorporated into algorithm 3.2, and the analysis pre-
sented so far for generic matrices extends to preconditioned matrices. We first revisit
a particular class of preconditioning techniques, matrix equilibration, which is fre-
quently used in the s-step GMRES literature for stability considerations rather than
to speed up convergence. We numerically investigate the effectiveness of matrix equili-
bration on conditioning Krylov basis matrices. Subsequently, we present the numerical
stability of the adaptive s-step GMRES for a more general preconditioning technique,
incomplete LU factorization (ILU).

A short review on matrix equilibration Matrix equilibration has been com-
monly used in the s-step GMRES literature [24, 2, 9] as a preconditioning technique
to normalize the matrix. By scaling the spectral radius to O(1), matrix equilibra-
tion has been found to be effective in conditioning Krylov basis matrices for different
polynomial bases. Ballard et al. relied entirely on matrix equilibration techniques and
found that standard Newton polynomials without any scaling are sufficient (Section
8.5.1 of [2]). With the introduction of scaled Newton polynomials in this work, we
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Fig. 4. Diagonal matrix. Top figure: relative residual and LOO errors of GMRES and adaptive
s-step GMRES using different polynomial bases in the MPK. Middle figure: adapted step size s.
The scaled Newton polynomials have the largest adapted step size of s = 100. Lower left figure:
incremental condition number of the triangular matrix seen by the first instance of partial CholQR
in the first block iteration. Lower right figure: vector-wise norm of the Krylov basis matrix. The
scaled Newton polynomial is effective at keeping the vector norm to O(1) and slowing the incremental
condition number growth.

reinvestigate matrix equilibration methods for Newton polynomials.
Matrix equilibration aims to scale the rows and/or columns of the matrix in

order to prevent the rapid growth/decay of Krylov basis vectors. In general, matrix
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Fig. 5. E20R5000 matrix. Top figure: relative residual and LOO errors of GMRES and
adaptive s-step GMRES using different polynomial bases in the MPK. Middle figure: adapted step
size s. Scaled Newton polynomials have the largest adapted step size of s ≈ 100. Lower left figure:
incremental condition number of the triangular matrix seen by the first instance of partial CholQR
for the first two block iterations. Lower right figure: incremental condition number of the Krylov
basis matrix for the first two block iterations. Only the scaled Newton polynomial is shown in the last
two figures. Despite the well-conditioned Krylov basis matrix in the second iteration, the triangular
matrix seen by partial CholQR becomes ill-conditioned rapidly due to the inter-orthogonalization
update.

equilibration replaces matrix A by

(4.3) A′ = DrADc,
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with two diagonal matrices Dr and Dc. There are many equilibration strategies.
Here, we consider two approaches: scalar scaling and column scaling. Scalar scaling
scales the entire matrix by a constant (e.g., Dr = Dc =

√
αI) without modifying

the relative position of eigenvalues. The constant is often chosen to be related to the
spectral radius of A to normalize the spectrum. Column scaling scales each column
of the matrix (e.g., Dr = I), leading to a modified spectrum of magnitude O(1).
Both scaling methods do not require any form of communication. Column scaling can
be efficiently computed if the sparse matrix is stored in Compressed Sparse Column
(CSC) format. (The same argument applies to row scaling if the sparse matrix is
stored in Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) format instead.)

Test 5: E20R5000 matrix with matrix equilibration The E20R5000 matrix
problem of test 4 is preconditioned with the two matrix equilibration techniques. The
spectral radius of A is used for the scalar scaling, i.e., α = max |θi|. In both cases,
the relative residual plots show good agreement with the baseline GMRES and the
LOO is minimal. However, comparing the step size adapted in fig. 6 with those in
fig. 5, we observe different levels of improvement for the two Newton polynomials with
different scaling methods. The observation can be explained by drawing an analogy
to the approximation theory. As noted in [4, 24], the generation of the Krylov basis
using polynomials is equivalent to a polynomial interpolation with the eigenvalues of
A being the interpolation nodes. The quality of the interpolation nodes is directly
related to the incremental condition number growth of Krylov basis matrices.

The eigenvalue spectra for the original matrix and preconditioned matrices are
plotted in fig. 7. Scalar scaling effectively scales the interpolation interval to O(1).
Hence, monomial and standard Newton polynomial bases benefit from such normal-
ization, and the adapted step sizes increase. The scaled Newton polynomials see no
improvement for scalar scaling because of the scaling coefficient chosen in (3.13). In
other words, scaled Newton polynomials are insensitive to scalar scalings. Note that
even with a normalized spectrum, there is still a significant difference between the
adapted step sizes of two Newton polynomials under scalar scaling. The difference
comes from the difference in the scaling coefficient. Standard Newton polynomial
under scalar scaling is equivalent to a scalar-scaled Newton polynomial with a con-
stant scaling coefficient of γi = α in (3.7). The scaled Newton polynomials defined by
(3.13), on the contrary, take into account the relative position of each eigenvalue with
the mean, leading to better scaling behaviors and, thus, larger maximum allowable
step sizes.

In addition to the normalization effect seen in scalar scaling, column scaling fur-
ther modifies the spectrum and results in a different distribution of eigenvalues. As
a result, we see a significant change in block size for both Newton polynomials in the
bottom two sub-figures in fig. 6. In this case, the redistributed eigenvalues lead to a
better quality of interpolation for Newton polynomials and give rise to increased step
sizes. Monomials are only benefited by the normalization effect and therefore same
level of improvement is observed for both matrix scaling methods.

In summary, matrix equilibration generally has two combined effects on the eigen-
value spectrum. It not only attempts to normalize the spectrum to unit magnitude,
but also modifies the relative eigenvalue distribution. We demonstrated the robustness
of the scaled Newton polynomial, whose performance is insensitive to scalar scaling
and depends mainly on the eigenvalue spectrum. This gives rise to a revised interpre-
tation of the need for matrix equilibration that was deemed necessary in [24, 2, 9] for
large step sizes. With the utilization of scaled Newton polynomials, attention can be
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directed towards the modification of eigenvalue distribution for large step sizes, which
may be achieved through many alternative preconditioning methods.

Test 6: 2DLaplace matrix with ILU preconditioner As most test cases
presented so far were not preconditioned with an effective preconditioner, they have
not been converged down to sufficiently small residuals (except for tests with the
diagonal matrix). For completeness, we used subsequent tests to demonstrate the
stability of algorithm 3.2 up to a satisfactory level of convergence.

The same matrix problem as test 2 is used with ILU(0) preconditioner. The initial
step size is s0 = 400. As shown in fig. 8, convergence is accelerated by the presence of
a preconditioner. However, all implementations with various polynomial bases agree
with the GMRES baseline. A minimal LOO error is observed for all cases. It is
worth mentioning that the adapted step size for scaled Newton polynomials is 400,
indicating that one single block iteration is sufficient for the linear system to converge
with guaranteed stability.

Test 7: E20R5000 matrix with ILU preconditioner The E20R5000 matrix
with the ILU(0) preconditioner does not converge well. As an alternative, we present
the results in which the matrix is preconditioned using ILUTP (ILU with threshold
and pivoting) with a drop tolerance of 10−4. Using s0 = 75, an accelerated conver-
gence is observed in fig. 9 with stable orthogonalization. Even though the matrix is
better conditioned for convergence, the modified eigenvalue spectrum in fig. 9 shows
an outlying eigenvalue around λmax = 80 that is separated from the rest of the spec-
trum. Such outlying eigenvalues degrade the quality of eigenvalues as interpolation
nodes, and the incremental condition number grows rapidly. Hence, a much smaller
step size is observed, even for scaled Newton polynomials. This shows that precon-
ditioning does not necessarily lead to larger step sizes for polynomial bases in the
MPK.

4.4 Numerical experiments on initial step size estimator Here, we in-
corporate the scaled Newton polynomial in subsection 3.4 with the initial step size
estimator in subsection 3.5 for the adaptive s-step GMRES algorithm in algorithm 3.2.
We demonstrate the initial step size estimator using four detailed examples, and the
results are presented in fig. 10. In all four examples, we show the eigenvalue spectrum
on the left. On the right, we plot the incremental condition number of the Krylov
basis matrix V generated by scaled Newton polynomials (i.e., κ(V1:j)), the column-
wise norm of V (i.e., ‖Vj‖), and the corresponding column-wise norm prediction ‖Ej‖
from the initial step size estimator.

Test 8: Two diagonal matrices with known eigenvalues We first use two
examples of diagonal matrices with known eigenvalues. Both diagonal matrices are
of size N = 200, and we use s0 = 200 in both tests. The first matrix has uniform
eigenvalues λi ∈ (1, 200). The second matrix has the same eigenvalue distribution
except that the largest eigenvalue is increased to λmax = 2000. In both test cases, the
estimator prediction ‖Ej‖ shows the same trend as the actual column-wise norm ‖Vj‖.
As an increasing column-wise norm inevitably increases the incremental condition
number, κ(V1:j) grows at a faster rate than the predicted and actual column-wise
norms. The incremental condition number of the first test matrix increases beyond
O(108) at j = 62, indicating an initial step size of s0 = 200 would have to be truncated
down to 62 Krylov basis vectors for stable orthogonalization. The initial step size
estimator based on column-wise norms predicts s∗0 = 134, significantly reducing the
number of wasted Krylov vectors. Similarly, the initial step size estimator for the
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Fig. 6. E50R2000 matrix with scalar scaling (top 2 sub-figures) and column scaling (bottom
2 sub-figures). The upper sub-figure in each case shows the relative residual and LOO errors of
GMRES and adaptive s-step GMRES using different polynomial bases in the MPK. The lower sub-
figure shows the adapted step size s.
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Fig. 7. Eigenvalue spectrum of matrix E20R5000. The three sub-figures show the eigenvalue
spectrum of the same matrix but under different preconditioning techniques. Top: no precondition-
ing. Lower left: scalar scaling. Lower right: column scaling.

second matrix predicts s∗0 = 17 while κ(V1:j) reaches O(108) at j = 15.
To illustrate the necessity of considering numerical errors in the estimator, we

also include ‖ELj ‖ in the two test cases in fig. 10, where EL is the strictly lower

triangular part of the auxiliary matrix E. In other words, EL denotes the evolution
of the product term when Ritz values are exactly equal to the true eigenvalues without
roundoff errors. In both tests, ‖ELj ‖, unlike ‖Ej‖, stays at a relatively constant order
of magnitude without growing exponentially. This indicates that the exponential
growth of ‖Vj‖ is largely due to roundoff errors in Ritz value approximations. The
onset of exponential growth is only captured if we consider the evolution of roundoff
errors in the upper triangular part of E, justifying the definition of the auxiliary
matrix E in (3.15). The exact column at which exponential growth starts depends
on the eigenvalue spectrum. In the second test case with λmax = 2000, the roundoff
error at i = 1 is constantly increased by a factor of O(10) with every j, leading to the
rapid growth of roundoff error and therefore small initial step size.

Test 9: Unpreconditioned and preconditioned E20R5000 matrices The
next two examples are the unpreconditioned E20R5000 matrix from test 4 and ILUTP-
preconditioned E20R5000 matrix from test 7. The eigenvalue spectra are reproduced
in fig. 10 for ease of comparison. The predictions of the numerical error given by the
initial step size estimator in both cases show excellent agreement with the growth rate
of the column-wise vector norm of the Krylov basis vectors. A threshold of Ωest = 107

restricts the initial step size to s∗0 = 113 and s∗0 = 13 for the two cases, respectively.
Both estimates are very close to the adapted step size shown in figs. 5 and 9.

In all examples, we show that the initial step size estimator correctly captures the
growth rate of the column-wise norm of Krylov basis matrices. Since the increased
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Fig. 8. 2D Laplace matrix with ILU(0) preconditioner. Top figure: relative residual and LOO
errors of GMRES and adaptive s-step GMRES with different bases. Convergence is accelerated by
preconditioning and LOO error is still kept near machine epsilon. Lower figure: adapted step size,
s. It is worth mentioning that scaled Newton polynomials give a block size of s = 400, which is
equivalent to one block iteration for convergence.

vector norm unavoidably increases the incremental condition number, one could use
the estimator to upper-bound the initial step size such that the vector norm does not
increase beyond a certain threshold. This, in turn, limits the growth of the incremental
condition number and leads to a well-informed step size, ultimately reducing the
number of unnecessarily generated Krylov basis vectors.

Test 10: Matrices from the SuiteSparse Matrix Collection In this series
of tests, we show the robustness of the overall algorithm by testing the framework on
a wide range of matrices from the SuiteSparse Matrix Collection [16]. All matrices are
of size N > 106. Similar to the tests presented above, the relative residual agrees well
with the GMRES algorithm with minimal LOO for all tests. With an initial step size
of s0 = 500, we plot the maximum adapted step size for each matrix as well as the
informed step size s∗0 given by the estimator in fig. 11. In many cases, the adapted
step size is O(100) without relying on any preconditioning or matrix equilibration
techniques. With a very large starting step size, the estimator with a threshold of
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Fig. 9. E50R2000 matrix with the ILUTP preconditioner. Top figure: relative residual and
LOO errors. A rapid acceleration of the convergence is observed due to the effective preconditioning,
while the stability of the orthogonalization is still guaranteed. Lower left figure: adapted step size,
s. Adapted block sizes are generally very small. Lower right figure: eigenvalue spectrum of the
preconditioned matrix. One outlying eigenvalue is well-separated from the rest of the eigenvalues.

Ωest = 107 is also shown to be capable of adjusting the initial step size close to the
adapted step size before the actual computation begins.

5 Results on parallel scaling performance Numerical experiments in the
previous section are conducted sequentially. This section investigates the parallel scal-
ability of the proposed algorithm in a distributed-memory setting. For this purpose,
we implement algorithm 3.2 in C++ where local matrix computations are imple-
mented using the Eigen library [22] and inter-process communication for SpMV and
global reductions over the distributed network are implemented using the Message
Passing Interface (MPI). For comparison, we implement the standard GMRES al-
gorithm (with MGS Arnoldi) in a similar fashion as the baseline. All performance
benchmarks are done on Intel Xeon Platinum 8280 processors with 56 cores in each
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node. We assign 1 MPI rank to each core as the mode of parallelization.

5.1 Weak scaling We present weak scaling of our proposed algorithm using
3D Laplace matrices arising from 7-stencil finite difference discretization of uniform
cubic grids. This matrix choice gives us the freedom to vary the dimension of the
matrix without changing the sparsity pattern and its eigenvalue spectrum, allowing
for fair comparisons. We vary the dimension of the matrix from 1M to 256M and the
number of nodes from 1 to 256 (56 to 14,336 cores). For all benchmarks, we run 100
iterations without any restart. No preconditioners are used so that all iterations are
completed without premature convergence. For adaptive s-step GMRES algorithms,
we use a step size of s0 = 100. The initial step size estimator predicts s∗0 = 100 and the
actual implementation produces the same step size as well in all cases. Hence, there is
only one block iteration involved in each run of the adaptive s-step GMRES algorithm.
The timing breakdown for SpMV and orthogonalization steps (both computation and
communication) is shown in fig. 12.

First, we note that the most significant time difference between the adaptive
s−step GMRES and the standard GMRES algorithm comes from the global synchro-
nization time of reduction operations. the global synchronization time for GMRES
(black bar in fig. 12) increases significantly and gradually dominates the overall algo-
rithm time as the number of nodes increases. However, the adaptive s-step GMRES
algorithm shows a minimal synchronization time for orthogonalization, as there is
only one block iteration involving four global reductions in total. Hence, the orthogo-
nalization time including both computation and communication shows constant time
even up to 256 nodes (14,336 cores).

Second, the computational time for orthogonalization for GMRES (green bar in
fig. 12) increases, while the computational time of orthogonalization for our commu-
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Fig. 12. Timing breakdown of GMRES (left) and adaptive s-step GMRES (right) for weak
scaling test of 3D Laplace matrix. The timing of SpMV is inverted in the bar plot to showcase
scalability of different operations. Both the computation (comp.) and communication (comm.) of
orthogonalization (Ortho.) steps are shown. Other miscellaneous operations such as updating the
upper Hessenberg matrix are included as well though their timings are almost negligible.

nication-avoiding variant is constant. This is because orthogonalization in MGS-
GMRES depends on BLAS-2 operations for orthogonalizing one Krylov vector at
a time, whereas adaptive s-step GMRES relies on BLAS-3 operations in BCGS to
orthogonalize multiple Krylov vectors at once. This highlights that our algorithm can
avoid data movement even within a single node by leveraging fast memory, leading to
scalable performance.

Thirdly, the scaling performance of SpMV operations (blue bar in fig. 12) in both
cases is fairly similar. Both implementations use the same kernel for SpMV opera-
tions but MPK in adaptive s-step GMRES algorithm requires an additional vector-
wise update for polynomial bases other than the monomial basis. Nonetheless, the
communication-avoiding GMRES gives slightly better performance. We conjecture
that this is due to the consecutive application of SpMVs in MPK that can explore
efficient fast memory usage.

Lastly, other miscellaneous operations such as updating the upper Hessenberg
matrix and checking for stopping criteria are included, but their timings are minimal
compared to computationally intensive tasks such as SpMVs and orthogonalizations.
Therefore, their timings do not affect the scaling performance of the algorithm.

Overall, we demonstrate weak scaling of the adaptive s-step GMRES algorithm
up to 256 nodes (14,336 cores) for 3D Laplace matrices.

5.2 Strong scaling For strong scaling, we use a 3D Laplace matrix with a
dimension of 64M on 1 to 64 nodes (56 to 3,584 cores). Similar to the weak scaling
tests, we allow all benchmarks to run 100 iterations without any restart. A step size of
100 is used in all adaptive s-step GMRES algorithms. The initial step size estimator
predicts s∗0 = 100 and agrees with the actual initial step size in all benchmarks. The
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Fig. 13. Timing breakdown of GMRES (left) and adaptive s-step GMRES (right) for strong
scaling test of 3D Laplace matrix with dimension 64M. The legend carries the same meaning as the
one in fig. 12. Due to large variations in magnitude, a speedup plot in log-scale using the same set
of data is presented in fig. 14.

time breakdown is shown in fig. 13. Due to the large variation in magnitude, the
corresponding speedup in log-scale is shown in fig. 14.

The main observation here is that even at 1 node, the adaptive s-step GMRES
algorithm significantly outperforms the standard GMRES algorithm. Most of the
speedup comes from the difference in computational cost of orthogonalization opera-
tions, as adaptive s-step GMRES algorithm makes use of BLAS-3 kernels with better
data locality. This difference is consistently observed from 1 node to 64 nodes. The
trend is better represented in fig. 14. Orthogonalization costs (both computation
and communication) in standard GMRES shows linear scaling from 1 to 8 nodes at
first, followed by superlinear scaling up to 32 nodes due to increased amount of cache
memory, and then degraded performance at 64 nodes due to overwhelming communi-
cation costs. On the other hand, orthogonalization operations for the adaptive s-step
GMRES show a perfectly linear speedup, and approximately 7× improvement with
respect to orthogonalization costs in standard GMRES at 1 node.

In addition, both algorithms have similar SpMV/MPK costs, as they use the
same SpMV kernels. In consequence, the scaling performance of the overall algorithm
in fig. 14 closely follows the scaling performance of orthogonalization operations. In
general, the adaptive s-step GMRES algorithm shows linear (strong) scaling up to 64
nodes.

6 Conclusions We have developed a communication-avoiding adaptive s-step
GMRES algorithm that is numerically stable. The algorithm uses a partial CholQR
procedure that ensures that the block orthogonalization schemes are carried out within
the stability limit by adjusting the step size on the fly. The overall orthogonalization
produces minimal LOO errors, which are near the machine epsilon. With the intro-
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duction of scaled Newton polynomials, parallel scaling performance of the proposed
algorithm in a distributed memory architecture is presented, showing near-linear scal-
ing of the adaptive s-step GMRES algorithm up to 14,336 cores.

In addition to performance results, we also used the adapted step size as a met-
ric to evaluate different variants of the algorithm. We investigated the stability of
different polynomial bases for MPK and different preconditioning techniques. The
robustness of scaled Newton polynomials is demonstrated, and the influence of the
eigenvalue distribution on the adapted step size is emphasized. The initial step size
estimator is developed based on scaled Newton polynomials to mitigate the amount of
wasted computations and communications and has been shown to give well-informed
step sizes close to the actual step size limit.
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